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ABSTRACT
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In this paper, we have carried out an experimental study of the detection of top rail surface
cracks. Firstly, we have highlighted the inability to inspect the entire rail head surface by
a single sensor with a single scan. To overcome this inspection inability, we have proposed
a multisensor system composed of three differential probes arranged within a specific
configuration. The yielded results showed the efficiency and the robustness of the
proposed configuration in the detection of cracks regardless its size, orientation and
location.
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1. INTRODUCTION

information about the defect characteristics [8, 9]. In this work,
we shall cope with the detection of defect in U50 rail surface
by using one probe operating in differential mode. In this study,
we shall test by finite element numerical simulation the
applicability of the proposed multi-elements probe.

As the modern science and technology are advancing
rapidly, the rail technology is also following and developing
at high speed, the rail is basically applied to railway, the
importance of regular inspections of railway tracks is
increasing day by day. It is becoming more and more
important to ensure a safe operation of railway traffic. In fact,
the timely and effective maintenance of defective rails can
greatly reduce the occurrence of traffic accidents [1]. Rail
defect is one of the most important reasons for track
degradation, and how to ensure the rail safety and reliability
becomes a significant problem for railway system [2].
The degeneration of rails is increasing due to the constant
increase in loads and amount of overall traffic. In particular,
the operation of high speed trains, the alteration of materials
used in the wheel sets and the application of modern drive
system concepts result in an increasing number of flaws in
rails. This causes a change in the damage mechanism by the
modern rolling stock and may alter the appearance of different
flaw types.
To guarantee a safe operation of rail traffic, mechanized
non-destructive inspection techniques are used in large scale
to detect damages on rails [3]. Eddy current inspection is a
well-established and reliable electromagnetic method for
detecting cracks in conducting materials. It is often used to
locate cracks in pipes, rivets and rails, but it can also be used
for material identification or measuring dimensional
deviations [4, 5]. The sensitivity of eddy current testing makes
it a promising technique for detecting small cracks in the
surface of a rail. Cracks which are less than about 5 mm in
depth are of particular interest, because ultrasonic testing
cannot be used to evaluate this type of cracks being so close to
the surface [6, 7]. The use of multicoils eddy current (EC)
sensors in non Destructive Testing (NDT) provides high speed
inspection and can make a measurement of large surfaces.
Furthermore, it permits to reduce noise and provides more

2. ORIGINS OF DEFECTS IN RAILS
Historically, in railroad industry, the term 'defect' has been
associated with some visible artifacts, e.g., fissures developed
during service. Customarily, in physical metallurgy this term
is used in relation to crystallographic imperfections such as
dislocation and stacking, Figure 1. This has been mentioned in
order to avoid confusion in the use of the term in two entirely
different contexts. Defects may form intrinsically during
processing or may be initiated during service. These are
accordingly classified as material defects and service defects,
respectively [3].
In the following study, we create artificially two kind of
surface defects placed on top U50 rail surface.

Figure 1. Material and service defects
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3. EXPERIMENTAL TEST BENCH

•

The designed and implemented experimental test bench is
composed by two main units: an electronic control drive and a
mechanical part insuring the displacement of the probe as
shown in Figure 2.
This experimental test bench fulfills principally three tasks:

•
•

Detection by EC differential sensor connected to
impedance analyzer Zscope.
Data acquisition and visualization in PC via the
installed WinEC™ software.
Aduino, stepper motor and its H Bridge to rotate
EC sensor around the rivet head.

Figure 2. Experimental test bench
3.1 EC differential probe

position and orientation, the three artificial cracks are
positioned following transverse and longitudinal directions,
Figure 4.

The classical differential probes consist of two coils that
compare two adjacent zones of the inspected material. The
detecting coils are wound in the opposite directions to one
another in order to equalize the induced voltages originated by
the excitation primary field [10, 11]. The output voltage of the
differential coil probe is zero when there is no crack.
Differential coils have the advantage of being able to detect
very small discontinuities and eliminate the external
disruptions such as velocity, temperature and lift-off change.
Therefore, this sensor is more adapted to the detection of
cracks in railway (Figure 3).

3.3 Impedance analyzer and data acquisition with
WinEC™
The Z-Scope v6.2 includes an excitation signal generator
and a multiplexed two receiver channels, Figure 5. The signal
generator produces a sine wave up to 100 kHz to stimulate an
external circuit. The receiver has two multiplexed differential
channels. The synchronous detector permits to determine the
real and the imaginary parts of the input signals (determine the
obtained signal amplitude and phase).

4. INSPECTION DEVICE SETUP
The EC inspection follows through four steps:
Judicious fixing of geometric parameters such as Lift-off,
horizontality of the inspected rail and the verticality of the
sensor probe.
• Setting the motor speed by setting the number of steps per
revolution via an Atmel 8-bit AVR microcontroller
Arduino board and a L298N motor driver.
• Choosing the exciting field frequency and displaying the
parameters of the Z-Scope WinEC ™ acquisition interface.
• Once all these parameters are set to the desired values,
Motor 1 is activated. Then, the resistance, the reactance
and the Lissajous curves are displayed on the
corresponding windows of WinEC. ™ installed on PC.
•

Figure 3. Blarow-D differential probe
3.2 U50 Rail
The tested rail U50 presents transverse and longitudinal
cracks. So, to study the probe sensitivity according to defect
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Figure 4. U50 Rail head with three transverse and longitudinal artificial defects

Figure 5. Impedance analyzer and data acquisition with WinEC™ under PC

5.
DETECTION
OF
LONGITUDINAL CRACKS

TRANSVERSE

AND

cracks are on the surface; and the resistance amplitude from
pick to pick fluctuates from 90 Ω to 550 Ω when the exciting
field frequency changes from 10 kHz to 100 kHz. In addition,
the resistance amplitude from pick to pick is about 550 Ω for
longitudinal crack and about 700 Ω for transversal one.
In summary, we can confirm that the full inspection of rail
head surface requires at least three sensors with a specific
configuration. Therefore, the following section will be devoted
to a study of the sensitivity of the proposed configuration as
well as to a qualitative study of the calculated results.

Figure 6 and Figure 7 show, for 100 kHz and 10 kHz, the
sensor impedance components when the probe moves
following the left, the middle and the right rail top surface for
transverse and longitudinal cracks.
From the obtained results, we can conclude that the probe
detects only the crack when it is positioned on its path. On the
other hand, a high frequency is more adapted because the
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(a) 100kHz

(b) 10kHz
Figure 6. Resistance and reactance according to probe displacement for longitudinal cracks

(a) 100kHz
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(b) 10kHz
Figure 7. Resistance and reactance according to probe displacement for transverse cracks

6. CHARECTERISTICS OF THE PROPOSED PROBE

7. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

Differential coils have the advantage of being able to detect
very small discontinuities and eliminate the external
disruptions such as velocity, temperature and lift-off change.
Hence, this sensor is more adapted to the detection of cracks
in railway. The proposed multi-differentials system is
constituted of six coils associated and placed following the X
and Z axis as illustrated in Figure 8. To reduce the simulation
time while preserving precision, our study will be based only
on the top of the rail where defects often appear. The
geometrical parameters and meshing are given in the figure
below [8].
The physical and geometric characteristics of the system are
given in Table 1.

The electromagnetic phenomena involved in the
nondestructive testing using a harmonic excitation source are
covered by the magnetodynamic equation [10].
Indeed, it can be formulated in terms of magnetic potential
A and scalar V on which it depends the source current density
(Jsource).

 A 
 2 A =    − J SOURCE
 t 

With the appropriate boundary conditions the potential A
can be determined by solving the previous partial differential
equation. The complexity of the studied problem imposes the
use of the finite element method implemented on ComsolMultiphysics. Then, we deduce all the electrical quantities
such as the impedance.

Table 1. Physical and geometrical characteristics
Coil
Outer radius (mm)
Inner radius (mm)
Height (mm)
Number of turns
Lift-off (mm)
Frequency (kHz)
Rail
Conductivity (S/m)
Relative
permeability
Thickness (mm)
Defect
Length (mm)
Depth (mm)
Width (mm)

(1)

5
2
5
140
3
100

8. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figures 9 and 10 depict the magnetic induction in each coil
and the induced eddy current trajectory in the inspected U50
rail.
The defect signal is obtained while moving the probe
according to OZ axis from z = 10mm to z= 250mm with a step
of 1mm. In fact, the impedance variation components are
shown in Figure 11.
We remark from the previous figures that the signal is
constituted of three differential signals (A, B and C)
corresponding to the passage of every differential sensor
through the defect axis. Because in these points the induced
current are strongly perturbed as illustrated in Figure 12.

4e6
25
60
35
5
5
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Figure 8. Geometrical configuration and meshing of the studied device

Figure 9. Magnetic induction in each coil

Figure 10. Carthographie of the current density when the defect is far from differential sensor (A), (B) and (C) respectively
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Figure 11. Impedance amplitude according to sensor position

Figure 12. Carthographie of the current density when the defect is above differential sensors (A), (B) and (C)

9. CONCLUSION

determine the obstacles. Crack detection in rail is a strenuous
issue and endeavor has been spent in the build out of
dependable crack detection methods for use on inservice rails.
Flaw detections are determined mainly by ultrasonic or eddy
current methods [3]. In this work, after having presented the
experimental eddy current nondestructive testing bench, we

In railway maintenance, the rail inspection is an important
process. It is periodically inspected or maintained to avoid
dangerous situations. Inspections are carried out manually by
railway workers by usually walking along the track to
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have exploited this system to measure the differential
impedance of a signal probe (Blarow-D differential probe)
operating on U50 rail surface in which transverse and
longitudinal cracks are artificially printed. From the obtained
results, we can conclude that the probe detects only the crack
when it is positioned on its path.
From this study, we have demonstrated that the entire
inspection of rail head surface requires at least three sensors
with a specific configuration. The proposed multi-differentials
system is constituted of three differential probes associated
and placed following the X and Z as described above. In fact,
the results showed the efficiency and the robustness of the
proposed configuration in the detection of cracks regardless its
size, orientation and location. As future work, in order to
realize the automatic recognition of rail defect detection data
by computer, the existing methods are mainly to select the
features of rail flaw detection data manually, and then use
relevant algorithms to recognize and classify from the
perspective of image [12-15]. On the other hand, the effects of
detection speed on eddy current testing (ECT) signals need to
be investigated as well as the quantitative evaluation method
of rail surface cracks at different speeds [16].
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